Unify Multi-Cloud
Operations Without
the Headaches
Build, deploy and run on the cloud best
suited to each app, while maintaining
consistent operations across different
deployment environments.

Every enterprise craves flexibility. While building a multi-cloud strategy can
achieve this, it can often lead to increased complexity from differing cloud
semantics and APIs, security models and management environments.
VMware Cloud delivers services designed to make
multi-cloud manageable, allowing you to leverage
any cloud to meet the needs of any app. Rather
than threatening efficiency, cost or security, you can
optimize them, protecting your data and intellectual
property from vendor lock-in.

Our offering is uniquely focused on driving consistent
operations, simplifying the highest priority technical
challenges your enterprise faces in managing
multiple clouds.

Benefits of unifying multi-cloud operations with VMware Cloud

Visibility
across clouds

Protect the privacy of
your workloads

App and
infrastructure security

Flexibility
across clouds

Understand and
optimize cloud costs

Optimize
resource usage

Unify Multi-Cloud Operations Without the Headaches

“We’ve
“
been using
CloudHealth to manage our
AWS spend with reporting,
optimization, and Reserved
Instance management for
several years. Now that
we’re also leveraging the
data center components,
CloudHealth provides us with
a consolidated view of our
hybrid environment within
a single pane of glass.”
JASON CORNELL
SENIOR MANAGER OF CLOUD
& ENGINEERING ENABLEMENT,
COX AUTOMOTIVE.

How to Operate Multiple Clouds
Without Multi-Cloud Complexity
VMware Cloud Services unify operations across cloud
environments, allowing you to expand your scope and
innovate freely.
Better manage the cost of cloud operations
Simplify budget tracking and spending analysis to reduce waste and lower
overall costs in the cloud.
Learn how CloudHealth can help.

Simplify multi-cloud resource and app management
Leverage a common approach across clouds for resource provisioning and app
troubleshooting, to drive greater efficiency and business responsiveness.
Learn how VMware Cloud Assembly and Wavefront by VMware can help.

Improve cloud security and compliance
Automate infrastructure security and compliance monitoring across your
multi-cloud footprint, ensuring apps meet mandatory operating, industry and
regulatory configuration requirements.
Learn how VMware Secure State can help.

Learn more about our multi-cloud strategy.

